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The Need for the Principles

 The need for access to and use of privately held data

 The need for guidance on access and use

 The need for national and/or EU legislation

 The aim of the document with the principles:

 complete list of principles

 to be incorporated in EU legislative framework

 compulsory, not just recommended
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Scope of the Principles

 Meant to be included in the EU legislative framework

 Meant to represent minimal requirements

 No position on legislative instrument (Directive or

Regulation, place in EU legislative framework)

 Not covered:

 Experimental statistics

 Use of privately held data by the research community

 Not worked out:

 Relationship with related parts of EU legislation

 Liability questions

 Conditions for application to specific domains

 Terminology, references, etc. 
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The Ten Principles

1) Confidentiality

2) Professional standards

3) Business interest

4) Minimal data

5) Proportionality

6) Level playing field

7) Equal access

8) Transparency

9) Proper access modality

10) Free data access
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1. Principle of Confidentiality

Accessing and using privately held data for official 

statistics by NSIs should not compromise the 

privacy of individuals. 
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2. Principle of Professional Standards

The NSI should act in full accordance with 

professional standards. 
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3. Principle of Business Interest

Accessing and using privately held data for official 

statistics by NSIs should not compromise the 

reputation and business of the private data holder. 
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4. Principle of Minimal Data

No more data should be requested from the private data 

holder than the minimum necessary for the production 

of the official statistics targeted by the request.
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5. Principle of Proportionality

Costs and efforts from the private data holder as well 

as the NSI should not only be kept to a minimum, but 

should also be reasonable compared to the envisaged 

public benefit of the related official statistics.
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6. Principle of Level Playing Field

In order to guarantee a level playing field, the 

distribution across private data holders of the 

burden of giving access and providing data to NSIs 

should be fair. 
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7. Principle of Equal Access

If multiple NSIs need to get access to and use 

privately held data from the same data holder, they 

should treat such data holders in an equal way. In 

turn, these data holders should treat the NSIs 

concerned in an equal way as well. 
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8. Principle of Transparency

NSIs as well as private data holders should practice full 

transparency towards the general public as well as 

those to whom the data pertain. 
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9. Principle of Proper Access Modality

For implementing access to and use of privately held 

data, several modalities may be considered. The modality 

is to be chosen by the NSI in consultation with the 

business, and by properly taking into account the 

business interest in accordance with the other principles. 
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10. Principle of Free Data Access

Access and use of privately held data for official statistics 

should be free of charge for the NSI. 
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Open Ends and Issues

 Building on the results of the B2G Expert Group

 Communication and stakeholders consultation

 within the ESS

 outside the ESS

 Place of the principles in the EU legislative framework

 How to deal with experimental statistics

 Elaboration of the principles, in particular conditions for

application to specific domains
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Questions?

Thank you for your attention!

p.struijs@cbs.nl
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